Where Does It Hurt?
Discover the Workforce Management
Remedy That Helps You Deliver
Cost-Effective, High-Quality Care

KRONOS for HEALTHCARE

“	We

replaced our previous system with Kronos because
we wanted to go with a complete workforce management
solution that would enable us to manage costs and deliver
quality care at the same time.”
Tammy Dwyer

BJC’s “MyTime” Scheduling Automation Manager

Four Reasons
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You Need Kronos for Healthcare

LABOR COSTS YOU. About 60 percent of your overall expenses, to be specific. Since labor
is your most controllable expenditure, you have to minimize your agency utilization, overtime
usage, and payroll inflation.
COMPLIANCE IS NOT OPTIONAL. Labor-law litigation, grievances, and audits can have a
significant financial impact. To lower this risk, you have to find a way to better adhere to
complex federal and Joint Commission requirements, union contracts and policies, and
other professional standards.
A PRODUCTIVE WORKFORCE IS CRUCIAL. Painful administrative tasks, high vacancies
and absenteeism, and poor staffing practices negatively impact your staff’s productivity.
You need a way to quickly and efficiently align staff to patient census and acuity so your
employees can deliver excellent care.
QUALITY CARE IS PRIORITY. You need the right staff mix and ratio of patients to employees
for quality care. This goal can be hindered by inefficient processes, paperwork, and staff
dissatisfaction. It is imperative to recruit and retain the right people, reduce administrative
tasks, and increase time spent on what matters: your patients.

“Kronos helps us be more fiscally responsible for the
money we spend on patient care and staff. We know
we’re paying people correctly and consistently, and
we’ve reduced our potential liability.”
Daniel Schroeder, HR Director
Pikes Peak

CONTROL LABOR COSTS | Better Manage Your Largest Expense
Approximately two-thirds of every dollar spent by hospitals goes to the wages and benefits of caregivers and
other staff.1 With Kronos for Healthcare, you can better maximize those dollars. The fully automated solution captures
actual time worked and accurately applies complex work and pay rules to reduce errors and inflation.
Managers gain needed visibility to take corrective action — before extraneous payroll costs are incurred.
Better staffing decisions are also made with Kronos for Healthcare’s comprehensive time and attendance and
scheduling data that is funneled into a real-time, consolidated view of labor utilization. With the solution’s workforce
analytics component, you can also maintain the right level of labor from the most cost-effective sources. As a result,
internal staff is used more effectively. And costly overtime and agencies are relied upon less.
Kronos for Healthcare’s absence management helps you avoid giving employees time off that they’re not entitled to
take. You’re able to consistently enforce absence and leave policies, and stop inflating payroll with unearned benefits,
the cost of replacement staff, or additional administrative costs.

MINIMIZE RISK | Ease the Pains of Noncompliance
You know all too well the pains — and costs — of accurately achieving compliance with complex and shifting labor
regulations. Consistent application and enforcement of policies cannot be achieved with manual or custom-coded
systems. Noncompliance isn’t just a headache. It can have severe financial consequences.
Enter Kronos for Healthcare. The solution enables you to better ensure that labor regulations and policies are
consistently enforced across your organization. Supervisors can manage by exception with configurable pay rules and
standardized application of your policies and processes. Consistent enforcement translates into reduced employee
grievances and claims. Less lawsuits and fines. And fewer dreaded sanctions. This means less time and money spent
on monitoring compliance. And more time spent on patient care.
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INCREASE EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION | Empower Employees With Automation
An automated, standardized workforce management solution creates a better, more productive work environment. Reduces
administrative tasks. Alleviates staffing challenges. And gives employees more control over their work experience.
How? With Kronos for Healthcare’s analytics, you can manage workforce productivity and labor costs, objectively and
in the best interests of patients. You’re able to align the right staff to patient volume by patient census and acuity and
decrease understaffing — creating a more stable work environment.
What’s more, staff members are empowered to manage their own schedules. Automating tedious, administrative
processes increases productivity and allows employees to do what they were hired to do: care for patients. This means
a better place to work and greater work/life balance for all.

DELIVER QUALITY CARE | Staff Efficiently, Administer Effectively
Poor staffing practices affect more than your employees. Strong evidence shows that improper staffing to workload is
linked to negative patient outcomes, such as increases in infections and length of patient stays.2
And time-consuming, manual processes eat up the time of your managers and staff, and keep them from doing what
they enjoy. In fact, less than half of a nurse’s time is spent providing direct care3 — a fact that most nurses would like
to change.
Kronos for Healthcare supports the delivery of quality care by helping you find and retain the best-quality employees
and then maintain appropriate staffing ratios, certifications, and skill mix by patient census and acuity. The solution
also lifts the burden of excessive paperwork, so employees can focus on patient and clinical issues. Having right-fit,
happy employees leads to better caregivers. And better caregivers mean happier patients.

“Using Kronos has led to more involvement by staff in developing
the right staffing model to care for our patients and therefore
creates a more desirable work environment.”
Jill Berry-Bowen, Chief Nursing Officer
Mercy Hospital
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Kronos helps organizations across a variety of industries manage their most valuable, and
expensive, strategic asset — their workforce. How? By giving them the tools and services
they need to help them control labor costs. Minimize compliance risk. And improve workforce
productivity. The easy-to-own workforce management solutions and services from Kronos
make complete automation and high-quality information a reality and deliver the experience
our customers expect.
Our time and attendance, scheduling, absence management, HR and payroll, hiring, and
labor analytics solutions, along with strategic services, give Kronos customers the edge they
need to compete in the global marketplace. With thousands of installations in organizations of
all sizes — including over 5,000 healthcare facilities — we’re proving workforce management
doesn’t have to be so hard.

Put Kronos for Healthcare to work for you:
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+1 800 225 1561 kronos.com/healthcare

TIME & ATTENDANCE

SCHEDULING

ABSENCE MANAGEMENT

HR & PAYROLL

HIRING
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LABOR ANALYTICS

